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Abstract

Recent research reported evidence that contradicts cumulative prospect theory and the priority heuristic. The same
body of research also violates two editing principles of original prospect theory: cancellation (the principle that people
delete any attribute that is the same in both alternatives before deciding between them) and combination (the principle
that people combine branches leading to the same consequence by adding their probabilities). This study was designed
to replicate previous results and to test whether the violations of cumulative prospect theory might be eliminated or
reduced by using formats for presentation of risky gambles in which cancellation and combination could be facilitated
visually. Contrary to the idea that decision behavior contradicting cumulative prospect theory and the priority heuristic
would be altered by use of these formats, however, data with two new graphical formats as well as fresh replication data
continued to show the patterns of evidence that violate cumulative prospect theory, the priority heuristic, and the editing
principles of combination and cancellation. Systematic violations of restricted branch independence also contradicted
predictions of “stripped” prospect theory (subjectively weighted additive utility without the editing rules).

Keywords: Cumulative Prospect Theory, TAX model, priority heuristic, graphical format, branch independence, cancel-
lation, combination, choice, uncertainty.

1 Introduction
Probably the most popular descriptive model of risky de-
cision making in the last fifteen years has been cumu-
lative prospect theory (CPT) (Camerer, 1998; Starmer,
2000; Tversky & Fox, 1995; Tversky & Kahneman,
1992; Wu, Zhang, & Gonzalez, 2004). CPT provides
a way to describe the Allais paradoxes, which are find-
ings that lead expected utility (EU) theory into self-
contradiction.

However, recent findings have been reported that con-
tradict CPT (Birnbaum, 1999b, 2001, 2004a, 2004b,
2005, 2006; 2008b; Birnbaum & Navarrete, 1998; We-
ber, 2007). These findings have been described as “new
paradoxes” because CPT is forced into self-contradiction
when it attempts to use a probability weighting func-
tion and value (utility) function to analyze these re-
sults (Birnbaum, 2008b). These violations of CPT were
predicted by Birnbaum’s transfer of attention exchange
(TAX) model, which was used to design the new tests
(Birnbaum, 1997, 1999a, 1999b; 2008b; Birnbaum &
Chavez, 1997; Birnbaum & Navarrete, 1998).

Many of the same tests that violate CPT also contradict
the priority heuristic (Birnbaum, 2008a; b, c; Brandstät-
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ter, Gigerenzer, & Hertwig, 2006).

1.1 Five violations of CPT and PH
Five properties implied by CPT and tested in these studies
are listed in Table 1, along with examples of choices that
have shown significant and systematic violations in pre-
vious research. These phenomena also contradict the pre-
dictions of the priority heuristic. If these phenomena are
“real,” it means that we cannot regard CPT or PH as ac-
curate descriptive models of risky decision making. Ap-
pendices A, B, and C describe CPT, PH, and TAX models
and their predictions for the five tests in Table 1.

However, there may be a way to salvage CPT or PH
(at least in a limited way) if we could find some set of
procedures that lead to data that are compatible with those
theories.

1.2 Different procedures can yield different
preference orders

Different procedures for eliciting preferences in risky
decision-making can result in different preference order-
ings. With one procedure, we find that A is preferred to
B, and with another procedure, we find that B is preferred
to A. For example, people may set a higher price to sell A
than they do to sell B but when given a choice, they may
prefer B over A (Lindman, 1971, Lichtenstein & Slovic,
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Table 1: Properties tested in the experiments, including five “new paradoxes” that violate CPT. (S ≺ R denotes S is
preferred to R.)

Property Expression Example Violation of CPT

Stochastic
Dominancea

G + = (x, p; y +, q′; y, r – q′) Â
G – = (x, p – q; x –, q; y, r)

G + = ($96, 0.90; $14, 0.05; $12, 0.05) ≺
G – = ($96, 0.85; $90, 0.05; $12, 0.10)

Coalescing G + Â G – ⇔ GS + Â GS –

G + ≺ G – and
GS + = ($96, 0.85; $96, 0.05; $14, 0.05;

$12, 0.05) Â
GS – = ($96, 0.85; $90, 0.05; $12, 0.05;

$12, 0.05)

Lower
Cumulative
Independenceb

S = (x, p; y, q; z, r) Â R = (x′, p; y′, q; z, r)
⇒ S′′ = (x, p + q; y′, r) Â R′′ = (x′, p; y′, q + r)

S = ($44, 0.1; $40, 0.1; $2, 0.8) Â
R = ($98, 0.1; $10, 0.1; $2, 0.8) and

S′′ = ($44, 0.2; $10, 0.8) ≺
R′′ = ($98, 0.1; $10, 0.9)

Upper
Cumulative
Independenceb

S′ = (z′, r; x, p; y, q) ≺ R′ = (z′, r; x′, p; y′, q)
⇒ S′′′ = (x′, r; y, p + q) ≺ R′′′ = (x′, p + r; y′, q)

S′ = ($110, 0.8; $44, 0.1; $40, 0.1) ≺
R′ = ($110, 0.8; $98, 0.1; $10, 0.1) and

S′′′ = ($98, 0.8; $40, 0.2) Â
R′′′ = ($98, 0.9; $10, 0.1)

Restricted
Branch
Independenceb, c

S = (x, p; y, p; z, r) Â R = (x′, p; y′, p; z, r) ⇔
S′ = (z′, r; x, p; y, p) Â R′ = (z′, r; x′, p; y′, p)

S = ($44, 0.1; $40, 0.1; $2, 0.8) Â
R = ($98, 0.1; $10, 0.1; $2, 0.8)

S′ = ($110, 0.8; $44, 0.1; $40, 0.1) ≺
R′ = ($110, 0.8; $98, 0.1; $10, 0.1)

Notes: a p + r = 1; 0 < q < p; 0 < q′ < r; 0 < y < y + < x – < x.
b p + q + r = 1; 0 < z < y′ < y < x < x′ < z′.
c 2p + r = 1.

1971; Goldstein & Einhorn, 1987; Birnbaum & Sutton,
1992; Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1983; Tversky, Slovic, &
Kahneman, 1990). Such results show that ordering of
gambles from judgments and the ordering inferred from
choices are different.

In fact, two types of judgments need not produce the
same preference order. For example, buying and selling
prices of used cars, risky gambles and stock investments
are not monotonically related to each other (Birnbaum
& Stegner, 1979; Birnbaum & Sutton, 1992; Birnbaum
& Zimmermann, 1998): the buying price for A can be
greater than the buying price for B and yet people ask
more to sell B than to sell A. Attractiveness ratings and
judged buying prices are also not monotonically related
to each other (Tversky, Sattath & Slovic, 1988). Further-
more, the ordering of attractiveness ratings can be manip-
ulated by changing the context of other gambles that are
presented in the same study (Mellers, Ordóñez, & Birn-
baum, 1992).

People may also reverse choices when consequences in
gambles are described (“framed”) differently. For exam-
ple, people have been asked if they would prefer to have

$40 for sure or a 50–50 gamble to win either $100 or $0.
Most people chose the $40 for sure. However, when the
same people are given $100 contingent on accepting one
of two losing gambles, most preferred a 50–50 gamble to
lose the $100 or lose nothing, rather than accept a sure
loss of $60. But both situations lead to the same final
consequences, because losing $60 for sure from a $100
endowment is the same as gaining $40 for sure (Kahne-
man & Tversky, 1979; Birnbaum, 2001).

In addition, preference orders may differ when prob-
ability or uncertainty is learned from experience as op-
posed to described verbally (Bleaney & Humphrey, 2006;
Hertwig, Barron, Weber, & Erev, 2004; but see also Fox
& Hadar, 2006).

1.3 Form, format, and framing
The fact that results can be altered by changing proce-
dures has led some to question whether results in the
field of decision making will generalize from one situ-
ation to another. To describe these manipulations of pro-
cedure, the terms “framing” and “representation” have
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been used to describe many different variables (Harless,
1992; Keller, 1985; Tversky & Kahneman, 1986). Levin,
Schneider, & Gaeth (1998) presented a taxonomy of dif-
ferent types of “framing” effects. Birnbaum (2004b) sug-
gested that we use different terms to distinguish three
variables of procedure: form, format, and framing.

The form of a gamble refers to the manner in which
branches are split or coalesced. For example, the gamble
A = ($100, .02; $0, 0.98) is a two-branch gamble with
a probability of 0.02 to win $100 and otherwise receive
$0; the gamble A′ = ($100, 0.01; $100, 0.01; $0, 0.98)
is a three-branch split form of A in which there are two
branches with probability of 0.01 to win $100 and oth-
erwise $0. Clearly, there are many other split forms of
A.

Kahneman and Tversky (1979) theorized that form
should not affect the evaluation of gambles, so they
proposed that people combine branches leading to the
same consequence and convert A′ to A before evaluating
it or comparing it with other gambles (see Kahneman,
2003). Cumulative prospect theory (Tversky & Kah-
neman, 1992) automatically satisfies this property (that
form has no effect).

Format refers to how the probability mechanism, con-
sequences, and probabilities are represented to partici-
pants, including the manner in which a choice is dis-
played. Framing refers to how consequences and events
are described. Whereas Kahneman and Tversky (1979)
assumed that form should not affect choices, an impli-
cation of cumulative prospect theory, they opined that
format and framing would have large effects (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1986).

Because of numerous findings that judgments and de-
cisions depend on these various aspects of procedure,
whenever a new phenomenon is unearthed, investigators
are naturally suspicious that the new results might be al-
tered or even reversed by a change of procedure. For ex-
ample, Harless (1992) concluded that effects described as
“regret” effects did not occur with certain formats for pre-
sentation of gambles (he used the term “representation”
to refer to format). However, the study of Harless con-
founded form and format; his effects were later attributed
to event-splitting effects (form) rather than to regret ef-
fects or representation (format) effects (Birnbaum, 2006;
Humphrey, 1995; Starmer & Sugden, 1993).

1.4 Purpose of the Present Studies

The studies in this article were conducted to resolve two
collaborative disputes, concerning whether formats could
be devised that would produce data that satisfy princi-
ples of prospect theories. New formats for the presen-
tation of gambles were devised with the intention to re-
verse results that had previously violated stochastic dom-

inance and coalescing and which produced violations of
restricted branch independence that are opposite those
predicted by the inverse-S shaped weighting function of
CPT needed to account for the Allais paradoxes. Coalesc-
ing and stochastic dominance must be satisfied according
to either CPT or to original prospect theory with its edit-
ing rules.

Because CPT had been widely regarded as an accu-
rate descriptive model, it is important to determine if
the experiments that refute it might yield different con-
clusions if procedures were changed. The second and
third coauthors of this paper devised graphical formats
that they were confident would alter the results of Birn-
baum (1999b; 2004a; 2004b). While it is agreed that a
picture can be worth a thousand words, it is also clear
that graphs can be manipulated to create very different
impressions of a given set of data (Huff, 1954). What is
not yet known is how to present information in the “best”
way possible (Lipkus, 2007; Cutie, Weinstein, Emmons,
& Colditz, 2008). It was conjectured that certain graphi-
cal formats would make it easy for people to perceive first
order stochastic dominance, a property that most decision
makers regard as rational, and which is implied by CPT.

1.5 Violations of Stochastic Dominance
Birnbaum and Navarrete (1998) and Birnbaum (1999b)
reported that about 70% of undergraduates violate first
order stochastic dominance when asked to choose be-
tween gambles such as the following. Suppose there are
two urns, each of which contains 100 tickets. You can
choose the urn from which a ticket will be drawn at ran-
dom and the amount printed on that ticket will determine
your prize. Which urn do you choose?

I: 90 tickets to win $96
5 tickets to win $14
5 tickets to win $12

J: 85 tickets to win $96
5 tickets to win $90

10 tickets to win $12

Most undergraduates tested with a format like this vio-
late first order stochastic dominance by selecting gam-
ble J over gamble I, even though I dominates J. Note
that the probability to win $96 or more is higher in I
than J; the probability to win $14 or more is higher in
I than J, and the probabilities to win $90 or more and
$12 or more are the same in both gambles. According to
CPT, people should choose I over J. This prediction holds
under CPT with any probability weighting function and
with any strictly increasing value function for the conse-
quences.
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Figure 1: Example of a choice in histogram format. It was thought that people could see that the probability to win
the highest prize is higher in Gamble I than J and the probability to receive the worst consequence is lower in I than
J. Gamble I dominates J, but the majority of participants chose J over I.

It was conjectured that if this choice were illustrated
by means of histograms representing the gambles, most
people would be able to “see” dominance visually. For
example, in Figure 1, a person should be able to see that
10% to win $12 in the gamble on the right (Gamble J)
has been replaced by 5% to win $12 and 5% to win $14
on the left (Gamble I); furthermore, the 90% to win $96
in I has been replaced by 85% to win $96 and 5% to win
$90. Birnbaum (2004b) used pie charts to represent prob-
abilities in gambles and found that the majority continued
to violate stochastic dominance. However, it was conjec-
tured that histograms (bar charts as in Figure 1) are more
familiar displays (than pie charts), and that the represen-
tation of probability by height would reveal dominance
immediately and visually. This hypothesis is tested in the
first study using histograms to represent the gambles. It is
also tested in Study 2, in which each equally likely conse-
quence was presented in a list format that also contained
a histogram-like arrangement in which the height of a list
was proportional to relative frequency (Figure 2).

1.6 Allais Paradoxes
Another source of evidence against CPT is evidence
found in a dissection of the Allais constant consequence

paradoxes. Birnbaum (1999a; 2004a; 2008b) noted that
the constant consequence paradox of Allais might be due
to violations of restricted branch independence (accord-
ing to CPT), to violations of coalescing (according to
original prospect theory), or to both (according to the
TAX model). By dissecting the Allais paradox experi-
mentally (allowing separate tests of restricted branch in-
dependence and coalescing), it is possible to compare
these theories.

It can be shown that expected utility theory implies that
a person should satisfy the following independence prop-
erty (see Appendix D):

S = (y, p; z, 1 – p) Â R = (x, q; z, 1 – q)
⇔ S′′ = (y, 1) Â R′′ = (x, q, y, 1 – p; z, p – q)
⇔ S′ = (x, 1 – p; y, p) Â R′= (x, 1 – p + q; z, p – q)

where x > y > z ≥ 0, 1 ≥ p > q ≥ 0, and all probabil-
ities are between 0 and 1, and S Â R denotes that S is
preferred to R. Gamble S is called the “safe” alternative
because it has a higher probability of winning a smaller
prize whereas R is termed “risky” because it has a smaller
probability to win a greater prize. Violations of these
properties, S Â R ⇔ S′′ Â R′′, S′′ Â R′′ ⇔ S′ Â R′, and
S Â R ⇔ S′ Â R′ are termed type 1, type 2, and type 3
Allais paradoxes, respectively. They constitute evidence
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against expected utility theory (Appendix D). Both TAX
and CPT imply violations of these properties, but for dif-
ferent reasons.

For example, suppose there are two urns that contain
100 tickets each: a “safe” alternative, S, and a “risky”
one, R. You can choose from which urn to draw a random
ticket and the value printed on that ticket is your prize.
Consider the following two choices:

Choice 1: S = ($40, .2; $2, 0.8) versus R = ($98, 0.1;
$2, 0.9). This is a choice between 20 tickets to win $40
(and 80 to receive $2) and 10 tickets to win $98 (and 90
to receive $2).

Now consider Choice 2: S′ = ($98, 0.8; $40, 0.2) ver-
sus R′ = ($98, 0.9; $2, 0.1). This is a choice between an
80% chance to receive $98 (otherwise receive $40) and
a 90% chance to win $98 (otherwise receive $2). Ac-
cording to expected utility theory, a person should either
choose both “safe” gambles or choose both “risky” gam-
bles, but should not switch.

Because many people choose R over S and S′ over R′,
contrary to expected utility, the result is called “paradox-
ical.” Birnbaum (2004a) noted that if people satisfied
transitivity [AÂ B and BÂ C ⇒ AÂ B], coalescing [A =
(x, p; y, 1 – p) ∼ A′ = (x, p – q; x, q; y, 1 – p) ∼ A′′ = (x,
p; y, 1 – p – r; y, r)], and restricted branch independence
[S = (x, p; y, q; z, 1 – p – q) Â R = (x′, p; y′, q; z, 1 – p –
q) ⇔ S′ = (z′, 1 – p – q; x, p; y, q) Â R′ = (z′, 1 – p – q;
x′, p; y′, q)], they would not show such reversals (Allais
paradoxes). Therefore, any transitive theory must violate
either restricted branch independence or coalescing to ac-
count for these Allais paradoxes. Original prospect the-
ory satisfies branch independence and violates coalescing
(apart from its editing principles), whereas CPT satisfies
coalescing and violates restricted branch independence
(apart from editing). See Appendix E. The TAX model
and PH violate both of these properties, and PH violates
transitivity as well.

Birnbaum (2004a, 2007) conducted experimental dis-
sections of Allais paradoxes and concluded that Allais
paradoxes are due to violations of coalescing. Violations
of restricted branch independence are also observed, but
these are opposite the pattern required to explain the Al-
lais paradoxes. Results of Birnbaum (2004a) were cor-
rectly predicted by TAX using prior parameters. As noted
by Brandstätter et al. (2006), the PH does not account for
those results.

1.7 List format might promote cancellation
and combination

If people used a cancellation strategy in which compo-
nents that are the same in both gambles are cancelled
prior to making a decision (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979),
then they would satisfy restricted branch independence.

If people used the combination editing principle of origi-
nal prospect theory, then they would satisfy coalescing.
Both of these principles are contradicted by results of
Birnbaum (2004a, 2004b, 2007).

However, it was hypothesized that if gambles were pre-
sented as lists of equally likely consequences, and if these
were arranged with a vertical alignment of the conse-
quences, it should be easy for people to see and to cancel
common consequences. This list format also creates the
appearance of histograms, but it is even more concrete in
the sense that each equally likely outcome is also repre-
sented individually. If one wanted to, it would be easy
to cross out tickets that are the same in both urns and to
decide based on those tickets that remain.

If people cancelled common consequences in this way,
they would satisfy stochastic dominance. For example, in
Figure 2, a person should be able to simplify the choice
by canceling the 17 tickets to win $96, which are the same
in both I and J; similarly, one could cancel the ticket to
win $12 common to both. That would leave $96 and $14
in choice I, compared with $90 and $12 in choice J, mak-
ing it (in theory) easy to see that I dominates J in this
display.

Similarly, if people cancelled common consequences,
they would satisfy restricted branch independence, as
should be apparent from Figure 3. If one were to can-
cel the common branch of 16 tickets to win $98, then
one should make the same choice as in other choices that
differ only in the consequence on those sixteen common
tickets. In other words, if the 16 tickets to win $98 were
changed to 16 tickets to win $2, the choice should be the
same because the common consequences would be can-
celled in both cases.

2 Methods
In both studies, participants viewed the materials via
computers connected to the WWW and clicked buttons to
indicate the gamble in each choice that they would pre-
fer to play. There were 20 choices in each study. In the
histogram and text study, the choices were the same as
those used in Birnbaum (1999b; 2004b); in the vertical
list study, choices were the same as in Birnbaum (2004a).
Gambles were described in terms of urns containing tick-
ets that were equally likely but which had different prize
values. The prize would be determined by a random draw
from the selected urn.

2.1 Study 1: Histograms and text displays

Participants were randomly assigned to two conditions
that used different formats to display gambles. Twelve
of the choices provided two tests each of stochastic dom-
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Figure 2: Example presentation of one trial in the vertical list format. By canceling equal tickets from both gambles,
we are left with $96 and $14 in I, and with $90 and $12 in J, so this format should make it easy to see that I dominates
J. Nevertheless, most chose J.

inance (choices 5 and 7), coalescing (choices 5 vs. 11 and
7 vs. 13), branch independence (6 vs. 10 and 17 vs. 12),
lower cumulative independence (6 vs. 8 and 17 vs. 20),
upper cumulative independence (10 vs. 9 and 12 vs. 14),
and there were six other trials that served as warm-ups
and fillers, the same as in Birnbaum (1999b).

In the histogram condition, choices were displayed as
in Figure 1. Participants were instructed that the height
of each bar in each histogram represents the probability
of winning each amount of money given below that bar,
the taller the bar the more likely to win that prize. Note
that in addition to the graphic displays, percentages were
displayed in the figures.

The text condition listed branches in ascending order of
value of consequences, as in Birnbaum (1999b). Proba-
bility was described as the ratio of number of each type of
ticket to the total number of tickets in the urn, which was
always 100. Choices were displayed as in the following
example:

5. Which do you choose?

I: .05 probability to win $12
.05 probability to win $14
.90 probability to win $96

OR

J: .10 probability to win $12
.05 probability to win $90
.85 probability to win $96

Participants were 420 undergraduates enrolled in lower
division psychology; these were randomly assigned to ei-
ther text or histogram conditions, with a .3 probability of
assignment to text and .7 to histograms. We used a greater
probability for assignment to the histogram condition be-
cause we expected the text (control) condition to replicate
previous results and we wanted strong results for the new
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Figure 3: An example test of restricted branch independence in the vertical list format. If a person were to cancel the
common consequences (in this case 16 tickets to win $98), then they would satisfy restricted branch independence.

condition. By random assignment, 125 participants re-
ceived the text display, and 295 viewed histograms. The
participants were 60% female and 91% were 22 years of
age or younger.1

2.2 Study 2: Vertical Lists
The list format represented each gamble as an urn con-
taining 20 equally likely tickets with prizes printed on
them, as in Figures 2 and 3, which depict two of the
choices. The values of each of the 20 tickets were dis-
played in vertical columns, instead of horizontal rows (as
had been done in Birnbaum, 2004b). This way of present-

1Materials can be examined via the following URL:
http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/decisions/
kj_histograms/conditionassignment.htm
The two conditions can be examined at the following URLs:
http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/decisions/
kj_histograms/graphcondition.htm;
http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/decisions/
kj_histograms/textcondition.htm.

ing frequencies allows participants to “see” each equally
likely consequence instead of seeing a number represent-
ing frequency. Each “branch” was a list presented in
a separate column, which could be compared between
gambles by a vertical eye movement. The translation of
Birnbaum’s (2004a) gambles to lists of 20 equally likely
prizes required rounding in choices 7, 13, and 18 where
.03 in probability was rounded to one ticket (0.05) in this
study.

In the coalesced form of a choice, all consequences of
a given value were printed in the same column (e.g., Fig-
ure 2). The split form of the same choice was created by
placing the values for some of the consequences in a new
column. In the canonical split form, (e.g., Figure 3), the
number of tickets (probabilities) of corresponding ranked
branches are equal and the number of branches is min-
imal. In this arrangement, it should be easy to identify
common branches and cancel them, if a person wanted to
do so. Each participant received all 20 choices, which in-
cluded both coalesced and split forms of the key choices.
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Table 2: Violations of stochastic dominance and coalescing. Table entries are percentages of violation of stochastic
dominance in Birnbaum’s (2004b) “Tickets” condition, the Text and Histograms conditions of Study 1, and in the
Vertical list format of Study 2. Entries in bold show where significantly more than half of participants violated
stochastic dominance as predicted by the prior TAX model (Appendix B).

Choice Condition

No. G + G – Tickets
(342)

Text
(125)

Histogram
(295)

Vertical
(408)

5
0.90 to win $96
0.05 to win $14
0.05 to win $12

0.85 to win $96
0.05 to win $90
0.10 to win $12

71 70 72 81

11

0.85 to win $96
0.05 to win $96
0.05 to win $14
0.05 to win $12

0.85 to win $96
0.05 to win $90
0.05 to win $12
0.05 to win $12

06 21 16 12

7
0.94 to win $99
0.03 to win $8
0.03 to win $6

0.91 to win $99
0.03 to win $96
0.06 to win $6

67 61 76 86

13

0.91 to win $99
0.03 to win $99
0.03 to win $8
0.03 to win $6

0.91 to win $99
0.03 to win $96
0.03 to win $6
0.03 to win $6

13 13 11 16

Notes: The dominant gamble (G +) was presented first in choices 5 and 11 and second in choices 7 and 13. All
choice percentages in the table are significantly different from 50%. Note that choices 5 and 11 are the same,
except for coalescing, as are choices 7 and 13.

2.3 Design of Study 2: Coalescing and
Branch Independence

Choices for Series A and B of Allias paradoxes are shown
in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. Each choice is created
from the choice directly above it in the tables by either co-
alescing (splitting) or by restricted branch independence.
In Series A, the common branch is either 16 tickets to
win $2 (first two rows), 16 tickets to win $40 (middle
row), or 16 tickets to win $98 (last two rows). In Series
B, the common branch has 17 tickets to win $7 (first two
rows), $50 (third row), or $100 (fourth and fifth rows).
Positions (First or Second) of S (the “safe” gamble with
higher probabilities to win a smaller prize) and R (“risky”
gamble) are counterbalanced between Series A and B.2

Participants were 408 undergraduates from the same
subject pool as in the first study (61% female and 91%
were 22 or younger). The two studies were embedded
among a dozen other studies of judgment and decision
making. They were separated by at least two other tasks

2Complete materials can be viewed at URL:
http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/decisions
/List_vert_JL.htm.

that required an intervening time of 10 minutes or more.

3 Results

Tests of stochastic dominance and coalescing are pre-
sented in Table 2 for both studies. The percentage of
violations of stochastic dominance is shown in the ta-
ble for each condition of Study 1 (Text and Histogram)
and Study 2 (Vertical list). The results from the “Tickets”
condition of Birnbaum (2004b) with 342 participants are
shown for comparison. Results show that the two new
formats, histogram and vertical list appear to give rates of
violation that are about the same or even higher than those
in the text (control group) of Study 1 (labeled “Text”) or
in Birnbaum’s (2004b) tickets condition.

Choice 11 is the same as Choice 5, except that it is
presented in canonical split form; similarly Choices 7
and 13 differ only in form. According to CPT, people
should make the same decision in Choices 5 and 11; and
they should reach the same decision in Choices 7 and
13. However, the data in all formats show that signifi-
cantly more than half of all participants violated stochas-
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Table 3: Tests of stochastic dominance and coalescing
in choices 5 and 11. Each entry shows the number of
choices of each pattern in the different studies. (Row to-
tals may not equal the number of participants, due to oc-
casional skipping of an item.). The percentages of the
G –GS+ preference pattern (predicted by TAX) are 65%,
47%, 61%, and 72% for the Tickets condition of Birn-
baum (2004b), Text, Histograms, and Vertical List condi-
tions.

Choice Pattern

Condition G +GS + G +GS – G – GS + G – GS –

Tickets (342) 95 3 224 16
Text (125) 17 21 59 28
Histograms (295) 43 38 179 34
Vertical List (408) 63 14 294 35

tic dominance in coalesced form, and significantly fewer
than half of all participants violated stochastic dominance
when the same choices are presented in canonical split
form. (In canonical split form of a choice, both gam-
bles are split so that there are equal probabilities on cor-
responding ranked branches and the number of branches
is equal in both gambles and minimal). This large change
in choice proportions represents a strong violation of co-
alescing.

In order to examine the extent to which aggregate re-
sults are representative of individuals’ preference pat-
terns, we counted the number of participants who made
each pattern of responses. Table 3 shows the number
of participants who showed each combination of choices
for Problems 5 and 11 in all three new conditions, with
previous data from the “Tickets” condition of Birnbaum
(2004b) included for comparison.

In all cases, the modal (most frequent) response com-
bination is to violate stochastic dominance in coalesced
form and to satisfy it in the canonical split form (G –GS +).
The relative frequency of this pattern (which contradicts
CPT and is predicted by TAX) is even higher in the his-
togram and vertical conditions than it is in the text (con-
trol) condition. Significantly more than half of the sample
in each of the two new conditions (61% and 72% in his-
togram and vertical list conditions, respectively) show the
preference combination, G –GS +, compared with 47% in
the control (replication) condition. Comparing text and
histograms conditions (the two conditions−rows in Table
3−to which participants were randomly assigned), this
difference is significant, χ2(3) = 10.9, p < .05.

Similar results were observed for Choices 7 and 13.
Despite appealing intuitions that these formats would re-
duce violations of stochastic dominance and coalescing,

there is no evidence that they did so. Instead, the new
conditions produced stronger refutation of CPT. (Addi-
tional analyses of individual preference patterns, as in
Table 3, are presented in Appendix F for other properties
tested).

Table 4 shows an analysis of upper and lower cumu-
lative independence and restricted branch independence
in Study 1. The choice proportions in the two new con-
ditions are quite similar to those of previous results (data
from the “Tickets” condition of Birnbaum (2004b) are in-
cluded in Table 4 for comparison). Choice proportions
are quite similar in the two conditions of Study 1. Across
all 20 choices, the correlation between choice proportions
in the text (control) and the histogram format is 0.97; sim-
ilarly, the correlation between the previous “Tickets” re-
sults and the new histogram proportions is 0.95.

Choices 10 and 9 represent a test of upper cumulative
independence, which is implied by CPT. According to
this property, the percentage choosing the risky gamble
in Choice 9 should exceed that of Choice 10. Instead, the
percentages choosing the risky gamble are significantly
greater in Choice 10 than in Choice 9 in all three sets of
data. According to PH, people should choose the “safe”
gamble in both Choices 10 and 9 (higher worst conse-
quence), but significantly more than half does the oppo-
site in Choice 10. These results thus contradict both CPT
and PH. Appendix F shows that significantly more peo-
ple changed preferences in violation of the property than
changed preferences consistent with it. Choices 12 and
14 represent another test of upper cumulative indepen-
dence. Again, results contradict the property, which is
implied by CPT with any functions and parameters.

Choices 6 and 8 test lower cumulative independence.
According to this property, the proportion choosing the
“safe” gamble in Choice 8 should be at least as great as
that in Choice 6. Instead, the results show the opposite
pattern. According to the priority heuristic, most people
should have chosen the “safe” gamble in Choice 8. In-
stead, most people did the opposite. Choices 17 and 20
provide another test of lower cumulative independence;
again, the percentage choosing the “safe” gamble is sig-
nificantly lower in Choice 20 than in Choice 10, contra-
dicting CPT with any probability weighting and utility
functions. See Appendix F.

Choices 6 and 10 show a test of restricted branch in-
dependence, as do Choices 17 and 12. In both cases,
more people who showed the pattern, S Â R and R′ Â
S′ than showed the opposite reversal. This pattern con-
tradicts the CPT model with an inverse-S decumulative
weighting function but is consistent with the TAX model
(Appendices B and F).

Tables 5 and 6 show a dissection of the Allais para-
doxes into restricted branch independence and coalesc-
ing in Series A and B, respectively. For n = 408, choice
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Table 4: Tests of upper cumulative independence (Choices 10, 9, 12, and 14) and tests of lower cumulative indepen-
dence (Choices 6, 8, 17, and 20) in Study 1. The “Tickets” condition shows previous results from Birnbaum (2004b).
Entries in the last three columns are percentages of choices of the “risky” gamble.

Choice Condition

No. Type Safe Gamble, S Risky Gamble, R
Tickets
(342)

Text
(125)

Histogram
(295)

10 S′ vs. R′ ($110, 0.8; $44, 0.1; $40, 0.1) ($110, 0.8; $98, 0.1; $10, 0.1) 74 74 67
9 S′′′ vs. R′′′ ($98, 0.8; $40, 0.2) ($98, 0.9; $10, 0.1) 33 46 37

12 S′ vs. R′ ($106, 0.9; $52, .05; $48, .05) ($106, 0.9; $96, .05; $12, .05) 54 57 53
14 S′′′ vs. R′′′ ($96, 0.9; $48, 0.1) ($96, 0.95; $12, .05) 22 19 17
6 S vs. R ($44, 0.1; $40, 0.1; $2, 0.8) ($98, 0.1; $10, 0.1; $2, 0.8) 63 51 54
8 S′′ vs. R′′ ($44, 0.2; $10, 0.8) ($98, 0.1; $10, 0.9) 70 70 75

17 S vs. R ($52, .05; $48, .05; $3, 0.9) ($96, .05; $12, .05; $3, 0.9) 46 44 42
20 S′′ vs. R′′ ($52, 0.1; $12, 0.9) ($96, .05; $12, 0.95) 69 86 94

Note: In Choices 10, 9, 6, and 8, the “Safe” Gamble was presented first; in Choices 12, 14, 17, and 20 it was
presented second.

percentages outside the interval from 45.1% to 54.9% are
significantly different from 50% by two-tailed test with
α = 0.05. Data from Birnbaum (2004a, averaged over all
350 participants) are included in Tables 5 and 6 for com-
parison. The last four columns in Tables 5 and 6 show
predictions of TAX and CPT using “prior” parameters
(Appendices A and B). TAX and CPT disagree only in
Choices 9 and 16 of Table 5 and Choices 17 and 14 of
Table 6.

Each choice problem in Table 5 differs from the one in
the row above by either restricted branch independence or
by coalescing. For example, the first two choices in Table
5 (Choice Problems #6 and 9) differ only by coalescing.
In Choice Problem 9, the safe gamble has two branches
of 2 tickets to win $40 and a branch of 16 tickets to win
$2. These two branches to win $40 have been coalesced
in Choice 6. Similarly, the risky gamble in Choice Prob-
lem 9 has two branches of 2 and 16 tickets each to win
$2. These have been coalesced in Choice 6. According to
CPT (with any functions and parameters), people should
make the same decisions in these two choices. However,
note that whereas 62% chose the risky gamble in Choice
6, only 45% did so in Choice 9 in the vertical list condi-
tion. This difference is significant by the test of correlated
proportions, z = 5.67.

Choices 9, 12, and 16 differ only in the consequence
on the common branch of 16 tickets; these consequences
were $2, $40, and $98 in Choices 9, 12, and 16, re-
spectively. If people cancelled common branches, they
would make the same decisions in all three cases. In-
stead, we see that more than half chose the “safe” gam-

ble in Choice 9 whereas more than half chose the “risky”
gamble in Choice 16. This trend agrees with that in Birn-
baum (2004a) and is also significant with the vertical list,
z = 3.20.

Finally, note that Choice Problems #16 and 19 differ in
that the two branches to win $98 in the risky gamble have
been coalesced in #19, as have the two branches to win
$40 in the safe gamble. The choice percentage changes
from 55% to 11%, z = 13.50, contrary to CPT.

Similar results were obtained in Table 6 (Series B),
where the (first/second) positions of the risky and safe
gambles have been counterbalanced. The modal choices
resemble those of Table 5 and of Birnbaum (2004a), ex-
cept in Choice #17, where the choice percentage was 73%
in the new study compared to 48% in the previous study.
The test of coalescing between Choices 10 and 17 showed
much smaller, but still significant effects, z = 2.25. The
test of restricted branch independence of Choices 17 and
14 fell short of significance, z = 1.93. As in Series A and
the previous study, violations of restricted branch inde-
pendence in Choices 20 and 14 were significant, z = 9.02,
as were the violations of coalescing in Choices 14 and 8
(78% versus 29%; z = 13.19). See Appendix F.

The results show that the new data with vertical lists
show violations of restricted branch independence, which
contradict original prospect theory and which are op-
posite the pattern predicted by CPT with an inverse-S
weighting function. In addition, there are systematic vi-
olations of coalescing, which contradict CPT with any
weighting function. The modal choices in the vertical
list condition agree with previous results and with pre-
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Table 5: Dissection of Allais Paradox (Series A). Each entry under “Condition” is the percentage choosing the risky
gamble, which was presented first in Series A. Data from Birnbaum (2004a) are aggregated over all 350 participants
in that study. Last four columns show predicted certainty equivalents of the gambles according to TAX and CPT using
prior parameters.

Choice Condition Prior TAX Prior CPT

No. Relation to
previous row “Safe” gamble, S “Risky” gamble, R

Birnbaum
(2004a)

Vertical
List

S R S R

6 4 tickets to win $40
16 tickets to win $2

2 tickets to win $98
18 tickets to win $2 62 62 9.0 13.3 10.7 16.9

9 Split # 6
2 tickets to win $40
2 tickets to win $40
16 tickets to win $2

2 tickets to win $98
2 tickets to win $2

16 tickets to win $2
36 45 11.1 9.6 10.7 16.9

12 RBI #9
2 tickets to win $40
16 tickets to win $40
2 tickets to win $40

2 tickets to win $98
16 tickets to win $40

2 tickets to win $2
46 43 40.0 30.6 40.0 38.0

16 RBI #9, 12
16 tickets to win $98
2 tickets to win $40
2 tickets to win $40

16 tickets to win $98
2 tickets to win $98
2 tickets to win $2

57 55 59.8 62.6 74.5 67.6

19 Coalesce #16 16 tickets to win $98
4 tickets to win $40

18 tickets to win $98
2 tickets to win $2 22 11 68.0 54.7 74.5 67.6

Notes: The common branch was 16 tickets to win $2 in Choices 6 and 9, $40, in Choice 12, and $98 in Choices 16
and 19, respectively. RBI = Restricted Branch Independence, R = Risky Gamble, S = Safe Gamble.

dictions of the “prior” TAX model in Tables 2, 5 and 6
(except Choice 17).

The priority heuristic implies that most people should
have chosen the safe gamble in Choices 6 and 16 and the
risky gamble in Choice 9. Instead, the majority chose the
risky gamble in Choices 6 and 16 and the safe gamble in
Choice 9. It also predicts that the majority should have
chosen the safe gamble in Choice 14 of Table 6, whereas
most people chose the risky gamble on that choice.

4 Discussion

These results were quite surprising to two authors of this
paper, who were confident that the graphical format for
representing relative frequency and especially the com-
bined graphical and list format of the second study would
produce results more consistent with principles that had
been violated in previous research. In particular, it was
conjectured that the methods used here would produce
data consistent with stochastic dominance, coalescing,
and restricted branch independence.

Instead, the present results yield similar findings to
those of previous research (Birnbaum, 2004a; 2004b;
2006; 2007) using a dozen other formats. The new re-
sults are consistent with the interpretation that previous

failures of CPT, EU, and PH are not due to specific details
of display procedures, but rather are generated instead by
deeper processes for evaluation and choice. These results
should be comforting to theorists because they suggest
that basic findings in judgment and decision making can
indeed be replicated using different ways of presenting
choices. One need not design a new theory for each new
format.

The findings violate CPT, which fails to correctly pre-
dict violations of stochastic dominance, the violations of
coalescing, and which predicts the opposite pattern of vi-
olation of restricted branch independence from what is
observed. In addition, results contradict predictions of the
PH. Brandstätter et al. (2008) have acknowledged these
problems and suggested that perhaps people use differ-
ent heuristics when presented with different choices. For
criticism of that approach, see Birnbaum (2008a, 2008c).

Consistent with previous research, majority violations
of stochastic dominance are found with both of the new
formats used here (Table 2). Table 2 also shows that these
violations can be strongly reduced and nearly eliminated
by presenting choices in canonical split form (in which
probabilities of corresponding ranked branches are equal
and the number of branches in the gambles are minimal).
These findings, summarized in Table 3, violate both CPT
(which implies coalescing and stochastic dominance) and
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Table 6: Dissection of Allais paradox (Series B), as in Table 5. In Series B, the “safe” and “risky” gambles were
presented first and second, respectively, counterbalancing the arrangement of Series A. Entries show percentages
choosing the “risky” gamble.

Choice Condition Prior TAX Prior CPT

No. Relation to
previous row “Safe” gamble, S “Risky” gamble, R

Birnbaum
(2004a)

Vertical
List

S R S R

10 3 tickets to win $50
17 tickets to win $7

2 tickets to win $100
18 tickets to win $7 81 78 13.6 18.0 15.9 22.1

17 Split #10
2 tickets to win $50
1 ticket to win $50
17 tickets to win $7

2 tickets to win $100
1 tickets to win $7

17 tickets to win $7
48 73 15.6 14.6 15.9 22.1

20 RBI #17
2 tickets to win $50
17 tickets to win $50
1 ticket to win $50

2 tickets to win $100
17 tickets to win $50

1 ticket to win $7
49 50 50.0 40.1 50.0 49.2

14 RBI # 17, 20
17 tickets to win $100

2 tickets to win $50
1 ticket to win $50

17 tickets to win $100
2 tickets to win $100

1 ticket to win $7
62 78 68.4 69.7 82.2 79.0

8 Coalesce #14 17 tickets to win $100
4 tickets to win $50

19 tickets to win $100
1 ticket to win $7 26 29 75.7 62.0 82.2 79.0

original prospect theory (which assumed that people use
the editing rule of combination, which would imply coa-
lescing in these studies).

Stripped prospect theory (subjectively weighted utility
without the editing rules) implies restricted branch inde-
pendence (Appendix E). Violations of restricted branch
independence in Studies 1 and 2 contradict predictions of
that stripped version of original prospect theory.

Study 1 replicated violations of lower and upper cumu-
lative independence with the text format and found that
these violations persist with the histogram format (Table
4). These violations violate EU and CPT with any utility
and probability weighting functions.

Study 2 shows that Allais paradoxes are replicated with
the vertical list format. Contrary to the theory that people
would cancel common branches (tickets that are the same
in both urns) in the vertical list format, Study 2 found that
both coalescing and restricted branch independence are
violated (Tables 5 and 6). Study 2 also replicated previ-
ous results quite closely, except for Choice 17 of Table
6.

Because of the many manipulations (reviewed in our
introduction) that do affect preference orders, and be-
cause of previous failures to replicate weak effects with
studies lacking power, some investigators have cautioned
that new results should not be taken seriously until they
have been replicated (e.g., Evanschitzky, Baumgarth,
Hubbard, & Armstrong, 2007).3

3See the discussions in http://www.sjdm.org/mail-archive/

In relation to previous failures to replicate, four fea-
tures of the present research should perhaps be noted.
First, the phenomena selected for replication are large ef-
fects; for example, the violations of stochastic dominance
in the coalesced form are often 70% or greater among
undergraduates and 20% or less in canonical split form.
Second, we tested enough participants in order to achieve
sufficient power to make accurate estimates of the inci-
dence of these phenomena. Third, we included a repli-
cation study using text format with random assignment
of the new participants to conditions, in order to check
that the original findings can be replicated and thus per-
mit an experimental comparison of the format manipu-
lation of Study 1. Fourth, we tested participants who
were from the same “subject pool” as used in previous
research. When studies lack these features, failures to
replicate are difficult to interpret.

With respect to the question of what is the “best” way
to display probabilistic information in applied decision
making, as in medical decision making (Lipkus, 2007;
Cutie, et al. 2008), one result is quite clear: If we think
that people should satisfy stochastic dominance (which
most theorists agree is normative), we should present
choices in canonical split form, whether this is displayed
by text, histograms, or lists (Table 2). In all formats,
this manipulation (form) strongly reduces violations of
stochastic dominance. When Allais paradoxes are pre-
sented in split form, however, they are not merely re-

jdm-society/2007-May/002977.html.
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duced, they are actually reversed (Table 5). Therefore,
people do not conform to EU theory, simply because
choices are presented in canonical split form. Restricted
branch independence is a stronger form of Savage’s “sure
thing” axiom, an axiom that has been questioned not only
as a descriptive principle but also as a normative princi-
ple (Allais & Hagen, 1979). So if one were to recom-
mend that all choices be presented in canonical split form,
one would be endorsing a theory that satisfies dominance
and violates restricted branch independence, but the vio-
lations of restricted branch independence people exhibit
are ironically opposite what had been intuited to be rea-
sonable.

Contrary to expectations of two coauthors, we were un-
able to find procedures that would yield data compatible
with CPT or the PH. These studies confirmed previous
findings and extended them to a wider domain.

Appendix A: CPT
Cumulative prospect theory (CPT) has the same represen-
tation as rank and sign-dependent utility theory (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1992; Luce & Fishburn, 1991, 1995). For
gambles consisting of strictly positive consequences, G =
(x1, p1; x2, p2; . . . ; xn, pn), x1 ≥ x2 ≥ . . . ≥ xn > 0, p1 +
p2 + . . . + pn = 1, this model can be written as follows:

U(G) =
∑

wiu(xi) (A.1)

where wi = W(Pi) – W(Pi - 1) where Pi = p1 + p2 + . . . + pi

and p0 = 0; the function, W (the decumulative probability
weighting function), is strictly monotonic such that W(0)
= 0 and W(1) = 1. As shown in Birnbaum and Navarrete
(1998), this theory satisfies first order stochastic domi-
nance, coalescing, and both lower and upper cumulative
independence (first four properties in Table 1). The prop-
erties of lower and upper cumulative independence were
devised by Birnbaum (1997) in order to provide tests be-
tween his configural weight models and rank dependent
models like CPT.

The CPT model has been fit to data with the assump-
tions that u(x) = xβ and with the following probability
weighting function (Tversky & Fox, 1995):

W(P) =
cPγ

cPγ + (1 – P) γ (A.2)

When γ <1, this function has an inverse-S shape, show-
ing smaller changes when P is near 0.5 and relatively
greater changes near 0 and 1. Predictions calculated using
parameter values previously published in the literature (β
= 0.88, c = 0.724; γ = 0.61) are called predictions of the
“prior” CPT model.

For the examples in the right column of Table 1, the
computed utilities of the gambles in the “prior” CPT

model are U(G +) = 72.3 > U(G – ) = 71.7; U(GS +) = 72.3
> U(GS –) = 71.7; U(S) = 10.4 < U(R) = 15.3; U(S′′) =
17.5 < U(R′′) = 22.3; U(S′) = 83.5 > U(R′) = 80.1; U(S′′′)
= 75.7 > U(R′′′) = 72.8. With these parameters, CPT pre-
dicts RÂ S and S′ Â R′ for the choices in the last row and
column of Table 1. As shown in Birnbaum (2008b), the
CPT model with any inverse-S weighting function im-
plies that if violations of restricted branch independence
are observed, they will be of this pattern (RS′), which is
opposite the pattern predicted by TAX, described in Ap-
pendix B. Instead, data show that the SR′ combination of
preferences is significantly more frequent than RS′. This
model is incorrect in predicting the modal responses in
Choices 5 and 7 of Table 2, of Choices 10, 12, and 17
of Table 4, of #9 and 16 of Table 5, and of Choice 14 of
Table 6.

Appendix B: The TAX model
Birnbaum’s (1999a) transfer of attention exchange (TAX)
model assumes that the utility of a gamble is a weighted
average of the utilities of the consequences in which the
weights depend on the ranks of the discrete branches and
their probabilities. The “special TAX model” can be writ-
ten as follows for two-branch gambles, G = (x1, p1; x2,
p2), where x1 ≥ x2 > 0, p1 + p2 = 1, when δ > 0,

U(G) =
au(x1) + bu(x2)

a + b
(B.1)

where a = t(p1) – δt(p1)/3
b = t(p2) + δt(p1)/3

Eq. 1 is a weighted average of consequence utili-
ties, where weights depend on probabilities of the con-
sequences and ranks of the consequences on discrete
branches. The expression, δ/3, represents the proportion
of probability weight, t(p), transferred from the branch
with the higher consequence to the branch with the lower
consequence.

For three branch gambles, G = (x1, p1; x2, p2; x3, p3),
where x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3 > 0, p1 + p2 + p3 = 1, and δ > 0, the
model is as follows:

U(G) =
Au(x1) + Bu(x2) + Cu(x3)

A + B + C
(B.2)

where A = t(p1) – 2δt(p1)/4
B = t(p2) – δt(p2)/4 + δt(p1)/4
C = t(p3) + δt(p1)/4 + δt(p2)/4

In practice, the weighting function is approximated by
t(p) = pγ , where 0 < γ ≤ 1, and u(x) = xβ , where 0 < β ≤
1. When the model is fit to individual data, Birnbaum
and Chavez (1997) reported a median estimated value
of β = 0.61, whereas Birnbaum and Navarrete (1998)
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found a median estimate of β = 0.41. Many aggregated
group data can be roughly approximated with β = δ =
1 when consequences are small positive values of cash
(e.g., Birnbaum, 1999a). With the assumptions that β =
δ = 1 and γ = 0.7, this model is called the “prior” TAX
model, since these simplified parameters have been used
to design experiments and make predictions to group data
for new studies (e.g., Birnbaum, 1999a, 2004a, 2006,
2007). [This model is the same as that in Birnbaum
(1999a), except a notational convention has been changed
so that δ > 0 here corresponds to δ < 0 in Birnbaum
(1999a) and earlier papers.]

This “prior” TAX model predicts the pattern of choices
shown in the right column Table 1. The computed utili-
ties of these gambles are U(G +) = 45.7 < U(G – ) = 63.1;
U(GS +) = 53.1 > U(GS –) = 51.4; U(S) = 11.4 > U(R) =
10.9; U(S′′) = 16.2 < U(R′′) = 20.4; U(S′) = 65.0 < U(R′)
= 69.6; U(S′′′) = 68.0 > U(R′′′) = 58.3. This prior model
correctly predicted all but two of the modal choices in
Tables 1−6 (Choice 6 in Table 4 and Choice 17 in Table
6).

Appendix C: Priority heuristic

According to the priority heuristic (PH) of Brandstätter,
et al. (2006), people first compare lowest consequences
of a gamble and choose the gamble with the higher lowest
consequence if this difference exceeds 10% of the largest
consequence in either gamble, rounded to the nearest
prominent number ($10 in choices of this paper). When
the lowest consequences differ by less (than $10), people
supposedly choose the gamble with the smaller probabil-
ity to get the lowest consequence, if these differ by 0.1 or
more.

If the probabilities of the lowest consequences differ by
less than 0.1, the person is theorized to next compare the
highest prizes and choose by that criterion. When there
are more than two branches and the first three compar-
isons yield no decision, people next compare the proba-
bilities to win the highest prize and decide on that basis
alone, if there is any difference. If all four criteria yield
no choice, the person chooses randomly. When gambles
have three or more branches, the PH assumes that people
never examine intermediate branches.

With respect to the examples in Table 1, the PH pre-
dicts that people should satisfy stochastic dominance in
the first choice because the lowest consequences are the
same and the probabilities of these consequences differ
by less than 0.1; the highest consequences are the same,
but G + has the higher probability to win the best conse-
quence. In the second choice, all four features that are
considered by PH (lowest and highest consequences and
their probabilities) are the same, so the person should be

indifferent between these two gambles. In the third row of
Table 1 (testing lower cumulative independence), a per-
son should choose R over S (because of the higher best
consequence) and S′′ over R′′ (because of the probabil-
ity of the lowest consequence). In the test of upper cu-
mulative independence, a person should choose S′ over
R′ (lowest consequence) and S′′′ over R′′′ (lowest conse-
quence). In the tests of restricted branch independence
(last row of Table 1), a person should choose R over
S (highest consequence) and S′ over R′ (lowest conse-
quence). Thus, the PH model agrees with the examples
in the right most column of Table 1 only in the choice of
S′′′ over R′′′ in the fourth row. The PH does not predict
any of the four modal choices in Table 2, is incorrect in
Choices 10, 12, 8, and 17 of Table 4, and fails to predict
results of Choices 6, 9, 14, and 16 of Tables 5 and 6.

Appendix D: Expected-utility theory
and Allais paradoxes
According to EU theory, S = (y, p; z, 1 – p) Â R = (x,
q; z, 1 – q) ⇔ S′′ = (y, 1) Â R′′ = (x, q, y, 1 – p; z, p –
q) ⇔ S′ = (x, 1 – p; y, p) Â R′ = (x, 1 – p + q; z, p –
q). It is assumed that x > y > z ≥ 0, 1 ≥ p > q ≥ 0, and
that all of the probabilities are between 0 and 1. Proof:
According to Expected Utility theory, S = (y, p; z, 1 – p)
Â R = (x, q; z, 1 – q) ⇔ pu(y) + (1 – p)u(z) > qu(x) + (1
– q)u(z) ⇔ pu(y) + (1 – p)u(z) > qu(x) + (p – q)u(z) + (1
– p)u(z). There is a common branch of (z, 1 – p) in both
gambles. We can change the value of z on this branch in
both gambles without reversing the preference order. If
we change z to y in both gambles, for example, we have
pu(y) + (1 – p)u(y) = u(y) > qu(x) + (p – q)u(z) + (1 –
p)u(y) ⇔ S′′ = (y, 1) Â R′′ = (x, q, y, 1 – p; z, p – q).
The original form of Allais paradox (called the “type 1”
paradox) is a special case of this choice between S and
R compared with the choice between S′′ and R′′. If we
change the consequence on the common branch from z to
x, we have ⇔ pu(y) + (1 – p)u(x) > qu(x) + (p – q)u(z)
+ (1 – p)u(x) ⇔ (1 – p)u(x) + pu(y) > (1 – p + q)u(x)
+ (p – q)u(z) ⇔ S′ = (x, 1 – p; y, p) Â R′ = (x, 1 – p
+ q; z, p – q). When people make different choices in
S′′ and R′′ as opposed to S′ and R′, it is called the “type
2” paradox, and the conflict between S and R compared
with the choice between S′ and R′ is called the “type 3”
paradox.

More generally, it can be shown that any model that
satisfies transitivity, coalescing, and restricted branch in-
dependence will not show these Allais paradoxes. Proof:
From coalescing and transitivity, we have S = (y, p; z, 1
– p) Â R = (x, q; z, 1 – q) ⇔ (y, q; y, p – q; z, 1 – p)
Â (x, q; z, p – q, z, 1 – p). Note that there is a com-
mon branch of (z, 1 – p) in both gambles. From restricted
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branch independence, we can change z to y in both gam-
bles, so ⇔ (y, q; y, p – q; y, 1 – p) Â (x, q; z, p – q, y, 1
– p). Using coalescing and transitivity, this is equivalent
to S′′ Â R′′. Similarly, by restricted branch independence
we can change z to x in the common branch, so (x, 1 –
p; y, q; y, p – q;) Â (x, 1 – p; x, q; z, p – q). By coa-
lescing and transitivity, we see that this is equivalent to S′

Â R′. Therefore, any transitive theory must violate either
branch independence or coalescing to account for these
Allais paradoxes.

Thus, Allais paradoxes can be described as a con-
founded test of coalescing and restricted branch indepen-
dence. To compare original prospect theory, CPT and
TAX, we must dissect the Allais paradoxes (as in Tables
5 and 6) in order to separately test restricted branch in-
dependence and coalescing. Original prospect theory sat-
isfies branch independence and violates coalescing (apart
from its editing principle of combination) whereas CPT
satisfies coalescing and violates branch independence
(apart from the editing principle of cancellation). The
TAX model violates both properties but implies that the
Allais paradoxes are due to violations of coalescing and
that violations of restricted branch independence actually
reduce the magnitude of Allais paradoxes.

Appendix E: Stripped Prospect The-
ory

The following subjectively weighted utility model (Ed-
wards, 1962) is sometimes called “stripped” prospect the-
ory:

U(G) =
∑

w(pi)u(xi)

where G = (x1, p1; x2, p2; . . . ; xn, pn), and
∑

pi = 1. The
term “stripped” is used to indicate that the editing rules
and other special exceptions have been removed. This
model satisfies restricted branch independence: S = (x, p;
y, q; z, 1 – p – q) Â R = (x′, p; y′, q; z, 1 – p – q) ⇔ S′ =
(z′, 1 – p – q; x, p; y, q) Â R′ = (z′, 1 – p – q; x′, p; y′, q)].
Proof: S Â R ⇔ U(x, p; y, q; z, 1 – p – q) > U(x′, p; y′,
q; z, 1 – p – q) ⇔ w(p)u(x) + w(q)u(y) + w(1 – p – q)u(z)
> w(p)u(x′) + w(q)u(y′) + w(1 – p – q)u(z). We can sub-
tract the common term, w(1 – p – q)u(z), from both sides
and add the following to both sides, w(1 – p – q)u(z′),
which holds ⇔ S′ Â R′. Therefore, systematic violations
of restricted branch independence in Studies 1 and 2 con-
tradict this “stripped” version of prospect theory, which
uses no editing.

Table 7: Tests of Upper Cumulative Independence
(Choices 10 and 9 in Study 1). S′ = ($110, 0.8; $44,
0.1; $40, 0.1) ≺ R′ = ($110, 0.8; $98, 0.1; $10, 0.1) ⇒
S′′′ = ($98, 0.8; $40, 0.2) ≺ R′′′ = ($98, 0.9; $10, 0.1).
The pattern, R′S′′′, is inconsistent with this property, but
is predicted by the TAX model with prior parameters.

Choice Pattern

Condition S′S′′′ S′R′′′ R′S′′′ R′R′′′

Tickets (Birnbaum, 2004b) 71 16 156 96
Text 17 15 49 43
Histograms 73 24 111 86

Table 8: Tests of Lower Cumulative Independence in
Choices 6 and 8 of Study 1: S = ($44, 0.1; $40, 0.1; $2,
0.8) Â R = ($98, 0.1; $10, 0.1; $2, 0.8) ⇒ S′′ = ($44,
0.2; $10, 0.8) Â R′′ = ($98, 0.1; $10, 0.9). Violations
predicted by TAX are shown in bold font.

Choice Pattern

Condition SS′′ SR′′ RS′′ RR′′

Tickets (Birnbaum, 2004b) 52 74 51 163
Text 21 40 16 47
Histogram 49 87 25 134

Appendix F: Analysis of crosstabula-
tion frequencies
Tables 7, 8, and 9 show the frequencies of choice combi-
nations for tests of upper and lower cumulative indepen-
dence and of restricted branch independence, for Choice
Problems # 10, 9, 6, and 8 of Study 1. The new results
with the histogram format are quite similar to previous
results (Tickets condition from Birnbaum, 2004b) and to
the results of the text (control) condition. The standard
significance tests for systematic violations of the proper-
ties is the test of correlated proportions, which compares
the frequency of predicted preference reversals against
the frequency of the opposite type of reversal. All six
of these tests (in Tables 7, 8, and 9 both the text and his-
tograms conditions) are statistically significant, with val-
ues of z ranging from 3.6 to 7.5).

In Table 7, the R′S′′′ response pattern (violations of up-
per cumulative independence) was shown by 46%, 39%,
and 38% of the participants in tickets, text control and
histograms condition. The distribution of response pat-
terns was not significantly different between the text and
histograms conditions, χ2(3) = 7.3. Similarly, in Table
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Table 9: Tests of Restricted Branch Independence.
Choices 6 and 10 (Study 1). The TAX model predicts
the pattern, S = ($44, 0.1; $40, 0.1; $2, 0.8) Â R = ($98,
0.1; $10, 0.1; $2, 0.8) and S′ = ($110, 0.8; $44, 0.1; $40,
0.1)≺ R′ = ($110, 0.8; $98, 0.1; $10, 0.1), shown in bold.

Choice Pattern

Condition SS′ SR′ RS′ RR′

Tickets (Birnbaum, 2004b) 50 77 37 177
Text 19 41 13 50
Histograms 57 79 40 119

8, the rates of SR′′ (violations of lower cumulative in-
dependence) are 22%, 32%, and 29%, respectively; the
response patterns are not significantly different in the text
and histograms conditions, χ2(3) = 3.1. In Table 9, the
rates of SR′ are 23%, 33%, and 27% in previous data, text
and histograms, respectively. The text and histograms
conditions are not significantly different, χ2(3) = 2.6. In
sum, the violations of CPT in Study 1 are significant in
all tests, and the magnitudes of violations (in 7, 8 and
9) are not significantly lower in the histograms condition
compared with the text control.

Table 10 shows the numbers of participants who made
each choice combination in the tests of the Allais para-
doxes with the vertical list (Study 2). Both CPT and TAX
make the same predictions for the three types of Allais
paradoxes (Appendix D). The bold entries show that sig-
nificantly more participants made the changes in prefer-
ence predicted by these models than made the opposite
reversals of preference. For example, in Choice 6 (Ta-
ble 5), most people (62%) chose the risky gamble and in
Choice 12 (Table 5) most people (89%) chose the safe
gamble. The first row in Table 10 shows that 127 peo-
ple showed this reversal of preference and 46 made the
opposite reversal of preference. The second row shows
similar results for the type 2 Allais paradox (Choices 12
and 19), and the third row shows that 221 people showed
the predicted pattern of reversal for the type 3 paradox,
compared to only 14 who had the opposite reversal of
preference. The last three rows of Table 10 show that
similar results were obtained for Series B (Table 6). All
six tests are significant, with z ranging from 6.2 to 13.5.

Table 11 presents cross-tabulations that test coalescing.
According to CPT, people should make the same decision
in Choice 6 as they do in Choice 9, since these differ only
in how branches are split or coalesced. The TAX model
predicts that coalescing will be violated (predictions of
the prior model are shown in bold). Table 11 shows that
106 people reversed preferences in the direction predicted

Table 10: Crosstabulations testing Allais paradoxes in
Study 2. The entry under RS in the first row indicates
that 127 people chose the “risky” gamble in Choice 6
and chose the “safe” gamble in Choice 12. This pattern,
shown in bold, is consistent with typical results with the
Allais paradox. Both CPT and TAX models with their
prior parameters predict this pattern, shown in bold.

Allais Type Choice Combination RR RS SR SS

1 6 × 12 127 127 46 106
2 12 × 19 27 145 18 215
3 6 × 19 31 221 14 139
1 10 × 20 172 147 34 54
2 20 × 8 77 129 42 160
3 10 × 8 98 221 21 67

Note: The first three rows show tests from Series A
(Table 5) and the last three rows show results from
Series B (Table 6).

Table 11: Crosstabulations testing coalescing (Study 2).
Each entry shows the number of people who had each
choice combination. Choices are specified in Tables 5
and 6. For example, the entry under RS in the first
row shows that 106 people chose the “risky” gamble
on Choice 6 (coalesced form) and the “safe” gamble on
Choice 9 (split form) of Table 5.

Choice Combination RR RS SR SS

6 × 9 147 106 38 115
16 × 19 33 191 12 170
10 × 17 259 59 37 51
14 × 8 172 147 15 73

by the TAX model, and 38 had the opposite reversal of
preference. Similarly, CPT predicts that people should
make the same decision in Choice 16 as they do in Choice
19; instead 191 show the pattern of reversal predicted by
TAX and only 12 show the opposite pattern. All four tests
of coalescing are significant, with z ranging from 2.3 to
12.6. These results contradict CPT with any functions
and parameters.

Table 12 shows the frequency of each choice com-
bination in the tests of restricted branch independence
(Study 2). All choices analyzed here were presented in
the canonical split form in which the three correspond-
ing ranked branches had equal probabilities. The com-
mon branch in Series A (Table 5) was either 16 tick-
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Table 12: Crosstabulations showing tests of restricted
branch independence in Study 2. These choices are
all presented in canonical split form, in which common
branches could be easily cancelled (see Figure 3). The
entries in bold font show the patterns predicted by TAX
model with prior parameters.

Choice Combination RR′ RS′ SR′ SS′

9 × 12 97 88 75 146
12 × 16 122 50 103 131
9 × 16 130 55 94 128
17 × 20 164 133 41 69
20 × 14 184 22 135 66
17 × 14 248 49 70 39

ets to win $2, 16 tickets to win $40, or 16 tickets to
win $98 (Choices 9, 12, and 16, respectively). If a per-
son were to cancel the common branch before choosing
(which should be easy to do in the format of Figure 3),
there would be no violations of restricted branch indepen-
dence. Instead, both series yield similar conclusions with
respect to the patterns of violations. When the common
branch is moved from lowest to highest or from middle
to highest, there are more people who switch from the
safe gamble to the risky gamble (SR′), and the opposite
pattern is more frequent when the common consequence
is shifted from lowest to middle ranked branch (italics).
The CPT model predicts violations of restricted branch
independence. However, the inverse-S weighting func-
tion implies the opposite pattern of violations from the
most frequently observed pattern (it predicts RS′ in the
cases where the SR′ pattern is more frequent. Note also
that the pattern of violations of branch independence (9
× 16) is opposite the direction of the Allais paradox (6
× 19). According to CPT, these should have been in the
same direction. A similar pattern of results is observed
for Series B (Table 12). The statistical tests yielded val-
ues of z = −1.0, 4.3, 3.2, −7.0, 9.0, and 1.9 for the six
rows of Table 12, respectively (values of |z| > 2 are “sig-
nificant” with p < .05). Note in Tables 5 and 6 that the dif-
ference in TAX favoring the safe gamble is much smaller
in Choice 9 than in 12 and smaller in Choice 17 than in
20; such a difference might result in greater relative fre-
quency of the RS′ pattern, shown in Italics for 9× 12 and
17 × 20.

In summary, these analyses confirm that the patterns
observed in the choice proportions are also characteristic
of individual data and that patterns of violations of CPT
predicted by the TAX model are statistically significant.
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